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George Spencer
Explains Duties
As Executive
Assistant
To the Dean
George B. Spencer
A major addition to the staff of the Administration of the College is the appointment of Georfe B. Spencer as Executive Assistant to the Dean. According to Spencer, his duties will be divided into nyO main areas of emphasis: " ... ｾ･ｮｲ｡ｬ＠
staff assistance on fiscal ｰｬ｡ｮｩｾＬ＠
and administration. The duties are generally advisory in
nature and involve the making of recommendations in organizational, procedural, and other management areas as assigned by the Dean.
The soft-spoken Spencer comes to the College well
e'luipped for his ne\v duties. A 1951 graduate in Public
Administration of the l'niversity of Southern California,
he has \vorked since that time in the Rudget Division of
the Department of Finance of the State of California as a
Budget Analys t.
The Budget Division of the Department of Finance
is the agency which prepares, each year, the Governor's
Budget which is presented to the California Legislature.
INCREASED

COMPLEXITIES

The complexities of budget planning and administration have increased in recent years for all State agencies with the establishment of the Program and Budgeting
System [PABS]. This system involves the preparation of a
Program Budget in addition to the Traditional Budget. The
program budget concept has been studied for years but received its main emphasis under the late President John F.
Kennedy when both types of budgets were prepared and submitted to Congress.
California has attempted to benefit from the experience of the Federal Government and has prepared Program Budgets \vhich have been considered by the last two
Legislatures. The reaction to this method of planning has
been mixed and constant efforts are being made toward improving the method by which a reasonable amount of public
funds are authorized for public purposes.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It was Spencer's job, as one of a number of Budget Analysts, to analyze budget requests of assigned agencies and ｭｾｫ･＠
recommendations to the Director of Finance
as to their inclusion in the Governor's Budget. After decisions were made it was his responsibility to reflect
them in the printing of the Budget.
During the Legislative hearing process he responsible for explaining and defending his assigned areas of
the Governor's Budget beore the fiscal committees. He was
then responsible for reflecting the Legislative decisions
1n changes to the Budget. In the period of almost twenty
years which he has spent in the Budget Division, he has
been responisble for the handling of budget requests for
many different State ap,encies includinr, a few years assigned to the Department of Corrections which is composed
primarily of the various adult correctional facilities in
Cali fornia.
[Cont. on page 12]

New Law Review .:>
by George Beiler
Future Law Review staffers will be selected by a
system using both exam grades and a writing competition,
if next year's editorial board accepts a recommendation
from the current management.
Curtis Berner, editor of the Law Review, suggested
that some of the staff might be selected by a writing
competition, similar to that used to select new staff
members for this year.
The remaining students, he said, would probably
be selected by exam results, which were the only basis
of selection until last year.
TOO EARLY TO TELL
Although conceding that it is too early to make
any final judgement, Berner said that he was pleased with
the results of last summer's competition.
"I think it gave us an indication of which people
had the qualities we wanted," he commented. He added
that performance on eX8nlS does not uecessarily predict
ability to work on the Law Review.
the writing comHowever, Berner commented ｴｾ｡＠
petition required an immense amount·of work on the part
of the Editorial Board, and that a mixed system might be
more pllactical.
[Cont' on page 11]

One Wrong plus
One Wrong?
by Ed Litwin
It began with an innocent tra ffic ｶｩｾ｡ｴｯｮＺ＠
illegal parking.
The wife of a prominent Hastings professor (name
withheld) had arrived to take her husband home. Observing
what numerous Bastings students observe erverday, that
there W8S no place to park, she resorted to what numerous
Hastings students resort to everyday, an act of queetionable ethics. Her act was parking in the driveway of the
ｈｹｾ･＠
Street Garage directly across from the Hastings entrance. Going to fetch her husband, she left her son to
tend the car.
STOP

THAT

MAN

A few minutes later, it was to read approximately

1:50 in the police blotter. a co-ed was about to enter
that bastion of legal knowledge and expertise, namely
Hastings. A man materialized and proceeded to snatch .t he
purse from her person. The occupant of the illegally parked car, ｾｲ･､＠
Moreau Jr., witnessed the incident and attempting to right a perpetrated wrong, grabbed the car keys
and ptlrBued the fleeing snatcher yelling, "Stop that man!"
Atheletic Moreau Jr. chased the man on to Market
Street and into a store, but he lost sight of him. He
asked if anyone had seen a man with a purse, but no one
in particular answered - probably since men with purses
are no longer noteworthy in San Francisco.
At about this time, a man with a purse who looked
suspicious to sleuth-eyed Moreau began to walk nonchalantly
from the back of the store. Horeau started toward the
man who dropped the purse and ran.
[cont' on page 11]
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EDITORIAL
AOOUf GRAIIS
One of the issues which is sure to be of paramount interest at the College this year is the issue of
whether or not there should be grades; and if so, what
method of grading should be used. With this in mind, a
more than superficial discussion of some of the salient
aspects of grading is in order. It is hoped that the
aecessity for grades will be shown.
EVALUAtION

IN

GENERAL

The questions raised concerning grades are one
step removed from the broad question of whether student
evaluation is proper, in general.
For the narrow purposes of this discllssion, evaluation of a student's performance can be defined as
the determination of the relative superiority or, correspondingly, of the relative inferiority, of that performance. [The expression of evaluation in terms of superiority as opposed to inferiority depends on one's
perspective. For instance, while it is easy to see professors Boyer or Basye viewing their evaluation of their
students' performance as a measure of relative superiority, it is just as easy to see professors Newman and Osborne viewing their evaluation as a measure of inferiority.]
It would seem that the need to determine the
superiority of performance is enough argument ipso ｾ＠
for the need for evaluation. That is, as long as good
performance is preferred to bad perfomrance, better to
good, or wor's e to worst, there will be a need for evaluation.
COMPETITION
There are, however, those who object to evaluation on other grounds, on grounds which have their
foundation in differing ideology and morality. The most
articulately voiced of these objections is that evaluation gives impulse to competition, and that competition
is the pervasive vice of civilized society, or, more
specifically, Western capitalist society. Proponents
of this argument hold that if one person did not try to
out-perform his fellows, life would be so much the more
enjoyable.
Suffice to say that this argument, while tenable, must nonetheless succumb to the overwhelming arｾｵｭ･ｮｴ＠
in favor of competition: to wit, that the greatest achievements of mankind, East and West, have come aAbout as the result of competition, of one person or
persons trying to out-perform others.
Not only is competition a way of life in Western capitalist society, but it also seems to be deep-

I

ly ingrained in the fabric of socialist and Eastern sosystem of factory outle the "uola
cieties. For examp,
ｾ＠
i
put and farm production in socialist USSR is a pr me
case of competition in an obvious form. Socialist Chinese Maoist ideology is also imbued with the necessity
of competition:
Classes struggle, some classes triumph, others are eliminated. Such is history .••.•
[Mao Tae-tung, 'Cast Away 11-,
lusions, Prepare for StrugJ'(le
August 14. 1949, Selected Works,
Vol. IV, p. 428.]
It is seen that competition is a central notion
in society East and West, capitalist and socialist. Thus
evaluation is not faulted on the ground that it fosters
competition, unless one first faults most of ·the Modern
and Contemporary social systems, right and left, totalitarian and "free", which seem to embody competition as
a central concept.
GRADING

AS

EVALUATION

With groundwork laid for the general need for evaluation, the discussion can be turned more specifically
to the matter of grades, which are a species of evaluation
,here in question.
There are good things and bad things to be said
about using grades as a means of evaluation. The good
things will first be set Ollt.
The first good thing about grades is that they
enable prospective employers to make a more reasoned
choice of whom to hire. This is the least compelling
reason for the retention of grades, but is a reason notwithstanding. That prospective employers consider grading important as at least one of several criteria which
are Hsed in evaluation potential employees is evident in
the fact that many firms interviewing at Hastings specify
' that they want to interview only those "in the upper 1/3
of class", or "students with a high G.P.A." Furthermore,
students who answer the claim that "grades enable to the
, firms to better evaluate potential employees" by saying
' that they are not going to work for someone who uses the
grades of a person in the hiring process need not worry
anyhow, because they will obviously not be affected by
' the grades which they detest. [No pun intended.) Also,
these people have no right to say that anyone else should
or should not want to or be permitted to work for someone
who uses grades. On top of all this, it must be kept in
mind that most of the people who interview and use grades
as one criterion have been to law school, and are quite
well aware of the value of grades.
The second good thing about grades is that they
supply a somewhat objective standard, That is, a grade
of 75 is more objective than a "good" or a "satisfactory".
As intimated above, while one professor may consider 75
"good", another may consider it "average". It only complicates the issue to say that the two professors may
mean the same thing by "good" and "average". because it
is possible to find two professors who consider the two
words to be far from similar. [Incidentally, this is why
"pass-fai 1 wi th teachers' commen t" is the leas t reliab le
of all systems of evaluation. Five teachers could all
comment "good" or "average" about the same student's
work, all mean five different things.]
The third good thing about grades is that it
gives the student himself a yardstick with which to measure himself, and gauge his achievement in relation to the
amotmt of work which he puts in.
The fourth good thing is that it helps a person
learn to work under pressure. This is not to say that
working under pressure is good. But here again, this relates to competition. If a person does not want to try
to perform better than other people, he may disregard this
as a reason in favor of grades. Many types of competition !
serve to build up pressure. The practice of law, and the
tradition of advocacy in the English and American legal
traditions almost personify competition: pressure is often a comcommitant feature of competition in the practice
of law, and competition for grades in a testing situation
can conceivably give practice in ,,,,orking under pressure.
TEACHING

DEVICE

The fifth good thing about grades is that they
are probably the best teaching device available. This is
especially true in the study of law at Hastings, I.here
many courses run a full year before examinations are held.
Working for a high grade, which usually involves ｰｲ･｡ｩｮｾ＠
well for examinations, forces the student to pt1l1 top,ether
all of the loose ends and to organize everythinr he
has
[ContI on page ten]

DEAN'S COLUMN

·

,

(lINI CPt PRXJPJVtE 10 PfUVIIE
Gf£AT CPPORJlJNITIES
The clinical program, which enables a student
to engage in various phases of public and private practice, for credit, has been devised to ｾ･ｴ＠
the need for
a method by which a student can gain practical experience while still in law school. This approach enables
the student to venture outside the law school and
into
law offices, thereby relieving somewhat the tedious traditional law school process of attending class and ｳｴｵ､ｾ＠
Some have criticized this variance from the usual law school curriculum as a means of escape from the
rigors of the classroom, but a properly constructed and
supervised clinic requiring the law student to actively
participate in interviewing, research, strategy planning
sessions, and, where permitted, pre-trial and discovery
proceedings and trials is intellectually challenging and
provides a needed means for practical experience for law
students.
CONTINUITY AND SUBSTANCE
While there is some talk of devising clinics
providing opportunities for students to work full time
during one semester, most clinical law faculty members
insist that some seminar participation must accompany
any clinical program to give it continuity and academic
substance. An example of one major clinical course
is
our Hastings/Boalt Joint Program of Clinical Studies
which is sponsored in connection with the San Francisco
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation (SFNLAF) and
funded in part by a grant from the Council on Legal Education for Professional Responsibility, an arm of the
Ford ｆｾｵｮ､｡ｴｩｯＮ＠
Since this is a one semester combination field work-seminar program for 5 units of credit, it
results in substantial participation by the student in a
clinical program during this period. Under supervision
of a faculty member and a SFNLAF attorney, each student,
working four afternoons a week in one of SFNLAF's offices, participates in some domestic relations cases, and
then concentrates his efforts in one of three areas-welfare, housing, or consumer protection.
Although this type of clinical program serves
as a outlet for those students whose primary interest is
on law as a means of achiewing social change, it focuses
attention on and empahsizes the need for sound analysis
and preparation without dampening student enthusiasm,
and goes a long way towards preparing, and ensuring the
competence of, what is emerging as the "social issues
lawyer". Not only do students gain valuable insight into the factors to be considered in the decision-making
process and time limits a lawyer must work under, but
they also have an opportunity to see themaelves working
under the tension and pressures of everyday practice.
The Clincial Program at Hastings now includes
' the following courses:
Consumer Rights
Hastings/Boalt Clinical Program
Law and Contemporary
Society
Law and Medicine
Legal Clinic
Legal Drafting
Trial Practice
Seminar in Advanced
drug-legal Problems
Youth Law/Juvenile
Court and School
Law

of study " planned, and must ce rtify at the end of
the
term t hat the student has s pen t a certain n umber of
hours doing research, drafting, counselling with clients,
and participating in court hearings or trials, in order
for the student to receive his credit. The supervising
attorney will be required to submi t a progress report on
the student's activities at the end of the semester .
This program would provide opportunities for practical
experience and insight into the operation of a law firm
and will serve a secondary purpose of bringing the private firm into contact with the law ｾ｣ｨｯｬ＠
community.
Another program on the drawing board is the Trial Court Clincial Program, which will assist local court
judges in reducing the backlog of cases. Under this
clinical course, student s will be assigned as part-time
research clerks to local trial courts for from two to
four hours of credi t pe r semester. This program will be
limited to third year s t udents, and the courts will receive valuable assistance in research and administration
which will hopefully free them for more time in the
courtroom.
Other programs of a clincal nature are also in
the planning stages, but whether they are offered in the
future will depend on student interest, faculty availability, and most essentially, financing. One will be
similar to the Hastings Indigent Criminal Appellate Program(HICAP), under which students will prepare briefs
for the California Court of Appeals and federal court
habeas corpus proceedings. If sufficient student interest is shown in the HICAP volunteer program this semester
(sign-up sheets are posted) a clincal course may be offered in the Spring.
Other clinical programs being discussed will involve practical training in District Attorney's and Public Defender's offices and in specialized law practice
such as tax law, administrative law, and others.
Law school is not designed merely to present a
series of courses to enable the student to pass a bar e*am. TIlere is a growing emphasis on the law school as a
means of educating a sophisticated professional who has
developed a legal thought process and has at least begun
to develop a technique and approach in handling client
problems. Hastings recognizes its responsibility to provide externship experience for students while still in
law school, and now that new rules for practice by law
students have been adopted, and there is a need for new
resources of legal talent to provide the required services for the poor, the clinical course provides a nat'!Tal conduit from the theory of law school to the real- ,
1ties of practice.
Guy O. Kornblum
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs

ADPI'S El£ClED

Pf£SIIENT
CF ALLMU

3 units

5 units
3
3
2
2
4

units
units
units
units
units

2 units
2 units

Now that California has a Student Practice Act
enabling supervised law students to engage in certain
phases of practice, under certain conditions, the clinical program will offer even greater opportunities
for
practical experience.
MINI-CLINIC
The private practice is not forgotten in Structuring the clinical curriculum. At Hastings, for example, the possibility for a Mini-Clinic is being investigated, which may enable students to work in a law office
fifteen hours per week for one semester under the direct
supervision of a sponsoring firm. Under this program,
the student works for credit, not pay, and interested
firma are required to Ｎｵ｢ｭｩｾ
Ｇ＠ a proposal of the "course

R.T. Adams
Ro be r t Taylor Adams, Reno at torney , I.as e lected
Pres i dent of t he Alumni Association of the (' ,lIege at t he
recent annual California State Ba r mee t ing in Los Angeles.
A membe r of t he fi r m of Adams, ｒ･ ｾ ､ Ｌ＠ and Bowen ,
his ele c t i on was from amon g th e 5,000 living rtlumni of
the College, and was celeb r a t ed at the September 24 t h
reunion of Nevada Alumn i of Hastlngs. This alumn i group
is the largest law s chool al umni gr oup i n t he s t at e, and
held its meeting at Cryst a l Bay .

ACTIVE

IN

NEVADA

Adams moved to Reno after two years of practice
in California. I n 1961 , he was president of the ｜ｾ｡ｳｨｯ･＠
County Dar Ass oc iation and a member of the Board of Governors of the Neva da St a t e Bar from 1961 to 1965. He hrts
been active in the Ne va da St ate Bar for many yea r s, se r ving on ｶ｡ｲｩ
ｯ ｾ ｳ＠
committ ees of t he Bar and is currently a
meMber o f t he Committee on Probate Practice. lie was a
former editor o f the Was hoe COlmty Bar Association news letter.
[Cont' on page llJ

HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW CHAPTER
LAW STUOENTS

CIVIL.. RIGHTS

RESEARCH COUNCIL

HAIGHT ASHBURY LEGAL PROJECT

1476 HAIGHT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO. CA .

94117

626-7233

One of the problems with the traditional approach
to teaching the law is that this method of instruction
fails to connect the law student with the everyday exigencies of his profession -- uamely dealing with the client
and his adversaries (public and private). and experiencing
the courtroom procedures which are incident to all criminal
trials. The clinical approach to legal teaching is one
wat of rectifying this void in the present system, and
ｾｳｴｩｮｧ＠
is making an attempt to provide more clinical
programs. However, the university isn't the only organization capable of providing field placements. Private
firms and student run projects also offer field work with
practical training in the law.

ing foundation funds to keep the project going. Among
other activities, they have arranged welfare fair hearings,
appeared with clients in court, and acted as legal l1ason9
for landlord-tenant disputes.
The office deals with basically four areas of law;
criminal, welfare, draft and landlord-tenant. The majority of cases in each category involve juveniles, and thus,
the office is basically youth oriented. Various attorneys
have volunteered to do pro bono work for criminal actions
against clients, and it is the hope of staff members that
we may be able to raise enough money to hire a full time
lawyer to make appearances for the office's clients.

HALP

During the spring semester of 1970, the Law Student's Council (formerly Law Student's Civil Rights Research Council) began operating a project in the office of
Haight Ashbury Nelghbodhood Development (HAND). The project is called the Haight Ashbury Legal Project (HALP)
and since its inception, has gained quite a good reputation
in the community. During the summer months, the office
was staffed by four law students on a full time basis.
All of the students are certified under the Bar Rules
which allow second and third year students to work under
the advisement of an attorney. Staff members have written
and distributed numerous ｾ･｡ｦｬｴｳ＠
explaining the people's
rights in the areas of welfare. draft, and criminal. law.
They also appeared on several television programs about
the project and the community, and wrote a proposal seek-

POLICE HARASSMENT
The location of the office (corner of Haight and
Aahbury streets) affords the staff a good view of the
street action in the area. The police harassment is
unbelievable -- evidenced by continual police practice of
stopping people on the street, checking their I.D., and
learching their person. These searches are rarely warranted and appear to be done on the discriminatory basis
of race or the length of one's hair. Many of the people
arrested have the charges dropped, eventually, but thEj
have done so 'it. the expense of their bail money. a few
days in jail. and their subsequent booking and ｦｩｮｧ･ｲｰ
Ｚ Ｇ ｾ ｊ ｊｴﾭ
ing for police records. The Miranda four point warning
i. rarely given to an arrested person. and he is usually
intimidated by the senseless harangue of the arresting
"orficers". Whenever there is physical evidence of
police brutality. it is accompanied by a charge of resisting arrest.

rhotos and Story by Steve Chase

VOLUNTEERS
Haight Street is a symbol -- a left-over from the
early years of flower children who have since fled to
other areas. But it still has the charisma of its nottoo-long ago past, and there is a constant influx of
people from allover the country. The ones who stay, by
choice or by force of economic lackings. add to the impoverished nature of the area. The Haight population is
muc' more hardened now, wise to the ways of the street,
and burdened by a lack of adequate legal help. The legal
project is the only service of its kind available in the
Haight, and it needs volunteers who can come down and
spend a few hours a week, doing intake of new cases, researching cases which are coming up for trial, and making
appearances at welfare fair hearings.
Rewards from the office are equal to the input of
the worker -- at the least a student will get an idea of
what the real world of legal "justice" is all about. The
office needs men and women. first year as well as second
and third -- the location is 1476 Haight Street, telephone
number, -626-7233.
Drop by for a visit, and if possible. stay and
help out.
Peace,
Haight Ashbury Legal Project

PIDJECT FfACE
A pro-peace activity which will end, hopefully,
the lethargic state of most Bay Area ｡ｮｴｩｾｲ＠
action
groups, including LAWSCOPE, will be held Saturday, October 17. at the First Unitarian Church, located at
Franklin and Geary. Called, for lack of a better name
"Project Peace", the day will consist of speakers, panels, and discussion groups treating in depth the topic, "The War and the Economy."
Rather than give you the usual rhetoric to get
you to go out and do something about the dismal, and,
indeed, ludicrous state of the American society, (LAWSCOPE will give you that), it would appear that a
short history of Project Peace would be more appropriate.

ENTHUSIASM?
Last July, LAWS COPE , or what was left of it,received many calls from "some lady" trying to get LAWSCOPE's cooperation for some great "peace festival" to
be held in August. Because the lady evidenced a great
state of enthusiasm (and did not appear to be greatly
organized in her ideas) she was put off and shuffled
around. As far as LAWSCOPE the organization was concerned, helping out with Project Peace was less important than doing nothing, (which is what LAWSCOPE aid
this summer), with the one great exception of draft
counselling.
It should be noted that the LAWSCOPE referred
to here is not a small group of people running the
show, or carrying things over the summer, but ALL of
the principled law students who, in a blaze of glory
last May, in return for cancellation of classes and
finals, promised to get out and organize to end the
war. Apparently the vast majority of everyone thought
this meant running around "organizing" for two or
three weeks. Then, all of a sudden, the patty was 0ver.
During the summer there was expected a resurgence of activism "once school started". How many of
you who voted to cancel classes last May have done
something to End ｴｾ･＠
War in the past week? The past
month? You in effect gave your word to those "ivorytowered professors" that in exchange for their letting
you out early you would make up ' for it by doing something significant. And continuing. What have you
done?

t{)RDIN IITAILS STPATEGY PHD
TACTI CS IrMl.Vfl) IN INTEJMOO
WITH PIVSPECTI\£ EJfl..OVERS
Regardless of you plans after graduation, you
should consider not only the necessity of finding
a
job, bot also of you long-range career objectives.
Therefore, before you interview, accept a job, or even look for a summer or part-time job while you are
still a student, thre are few helpful procedures you
should consider. After that, the conduct of the the
interview itself is of prime importance. This short
article is presented to help you in the interview itself.
Your first thought will naturally be of personal appearance. Conservative business suits might
be considered a uniform of the legal profession. As
the employer will be judging you by how well you will
appear to clients and other members of the profession
adhereence to the "uniform" for this occasion is generally considered essential, even though the day-today apparel of the particular office may be more informal.
Take several copies of your resume with you in
the event that more than one person may be interviewing you and additional copies may convenient. It is
also handy for you to have a copy for yourself, even
though you should kqow exactly what it says. Samples
of your written work, and any articles you may have
published may also be useful. Be on · time.
Preparation for the interview should also include anticipating and being ready to answer questions
which are often asked by the interviewers:
1. Why did you go into the legal
profession?
2. Why did you take you legal training at Hastings?
3. What are your outside interests?
[cont' on next page]

BLACKSTONE
LAW
SUMMARIES

CO-SPONSOR?
The Project Peace held in August went by with
hardly a flicker · of interest by LAWSCOPE. Do you
know that Project Peace listed LAWSCOPE as co-sponsor?
It seems that they thought that law students would
really jump at the opportunity to help with a significant social action effort. Right. Incidentally, the
success of the program was staggering. About 40 Bay
Area peace, anti-war, social sction, environmental,and
political defense groups showed up to give out information, exchange views, and get to know one another.
About 600 citizens attended the panel discussions.
There is a chance that lack of LAWSCOPE interest in Project Peace was because "nobody knew about
it." Well, guys, that isn't the case this time.
I won't detail what will be happening on the
17th. Read one of the posters. But remember, every
activist group in the Bay Area, with the exception of
LAWS COPE , knows ｾｲｯｪ･｣ｴ＠
feace is a winner. It should
be an even bigger success than last time.
-- Clark Miller
[Query: Who says LAWSCOPE is an activist group in the
first place? --Ed.]

$6.00 each

BLACKSTONE LAW SUMMARIES have
been especially prepared for those
law students who seek to coordinate
thei r classroom and case' book
studies with a concise and ·com.
plete summary of the principles in·
volved.
Each Outline Summary contains
brief statements of the law and a

Administrative Law
Admiralty
Agency & Partnership
Civil Procedure
Conflict of Laws
Constitutional Law
Contracts
Creditors' Rights
DomeMic Relations
Equity
Estate Planning

clear perspective of each subject,
interspersed with a review of lead·
ing cases discussed in class and all
pertinent dicta and. statutes.
The Outline Summaries are of in·
estimable value in the preparation-Qf
class assignments and as a review for
school examinations.

Evidence
• Federal Income Tallation
International Law
• Labor Law
Land Use Controls
Legislation
Real Property
Remedies
Sales
Trusts
Wills-lntestilCY

Other Titles in Preparation

Obtainable at Your Local Bookstore
and

AMERICAN LEGAL PUBLICATIONS. INC.

Irvington-on-Hudson. New York 10.533
.IN PREPARATION

4. What are your special interests
in the law? It is advisable the select one or two areas, as it is
most tmusua1 to find an individual
has not been stimulated by at
least a few special areas during
his law school career.
5. Why are you interested in this
fi rm or company?
6. How far do expect to suceed with
our firm?
7. What were your law school grades?
8. How does your wife like the area?
9. Why did you pick this particular
geographical area?
10. Would you be interested in trial
work, proBate, workmen's compensation, etc?
11. What do you expect to be doing
ten years from now?
12. Haw much do you expect to make?
Some employers are talkers, and some believe in
leaving the talking up to you. Be ready for either
type--especaially the type who simply asks "Tell me aab out yourself. " Both types of employers, ' however, are
almost certain to ask a number of personal questions.
There is no need to be offended. Such information is
necessary in the tmique relationship of attorney and associate.
Whether you are to answer direct questions of
left to handle the interview pretty much on you own,
make sure you get your good points across. The employer won't know what these are tm1ess you tell him. This
should not be considered boasting, but rather your honest appraisal of you ability to meet the employer's
need.
An interview, however, is not a one-way street.
There is certain information that you will need to know
about the position which cannot be obtained elsewhere,
such as: 1) What plans does the firm have for growing
and adding members in the future? 2) What is the starting salary and policy with regard to raises? 3) What
is the usual time of association before attaining partnership? 4) Does an attorney receive an additional percentage for clients brought into the office? 5) What
sort of training is provided for new associates? 6) Is
it possible to develop any special interests in a particular field in law?
During the interview it is best to avoid being
overly interested in the social benefits of the firm,
or the quality of the physical plant.
Let the employer signal when the interview is
at an end, but be alert for these signals. Immediately after the interview make a note of the answers you
have received to your questions, manes of those to
whom you spoke, and other information you feel you may
need later.
Always write the person giving the interview
a. letter of thanks, indicating your continued interest
in the position if that is indeed the case.
If possible, schedule your first interview with
a firm in which you are not terribly interested. The
･ｸｰｾｲｩｮ｣＠
gained will help you with the more desireable firms.
Utilize the serviees of the Hastings Placement
Office. By taking advantage of the on-campus interviews, you can interview with firms from all throughout
the United States.
Try to avoid interviewing in vacation periods
if possible. When fewer applicants are coming through
your chances of being remembered increase.
Always contact as many firms as possible initially. You can always turn down an interview, but it is
better to have more than enough firms scheduled than to
lose out by banking on just a few. "Don't put all your
eggs in one Basket" is old but good advice when it
comes to seeking a position. Until a final decision is
reached, keep all you avenues open.
When the interview is over, it is time to begin
evaluation of the position. Naturally, each position
will have its disadvantages, as well as its advantages.
The purpose of your evaluation is to dtermine whether
the advantages of the postition will provide you maximum professional growth opportunities and to what extent the disadvantages will hamper your development.
This final decision is to be made with care.
It may be the decision as to where you will spend the
rest of you professional life.
- joHN NORDIN

Law students throughtout the United States are invited to attend the Fifth World Conference of the Legal
Profession in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, July 21-25, 1971. The
conference is being sponsored by the World Peace Through
Law Center and the World Association of Judges. This Conference will convene immediately after the termination of
the American Bar Asso ci a tion's London Convention.
Subjects scheduled for duscus s ion include the
strengthening of the United Nations, Law and Environment,
Law and Computer Technology, and Communi cation and Trans' portation .
Created under the sponsorship of the American Bar
Association ｩｮｬＹＶＳｾ＠
the World Peace Through Law Center has
grown into the world's largest international association
of the legal profession. The roster of members of the
Center includes citizens of 128 nations who di scuss subjects in 150 areas of the law. They have convened a Seabed Convention, an Aircraft Highjackin g Convention, and a
Weather Control Convention.
The previous conventions held by the Center have
been attended by over 10,000 members of the legal profession.
STUDENT

REPRESENTATION 'IMPORTANT'

By attending the Belgrade Conference, law students will be able to acquire, or advance, personal expertise in matters pertaining to international law and affairs. It is important that law students be represented
at this important and historic first World Conference of
the Legal Profession in a Socialist Country. Belgrade is
well-known as the crossroads of the world. At this Belgrade Con .f erence there will be an opportunity to meet and
talk personally with interesting 1udges and lawyers from
over 100 nations.
Those law students who volunteer to work as asistants at the Conference will be registered free at the
Conference. Law students having special language capabilities are needed to act as Aides for Chief Justices,
Ministers of Justice, and other important personages from
throughout the world
Special tours ｣ｯｶ･ｲｩｮｾ＠
Eastern Europe, Africa, the
Near East, Asia, and Scandinavia have been arranged. Information on these tours, the registration form, hotel reservations, and travel arrangements are obtainable in a
special brochure from Travel Consult ants, In c . Address
your requests to: Belgrade World Conference, Coordination
Center, Suite 306, 1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

BAY MfA aJUNCI L
FUR JAI L ｲｦＮｆｏｾ＠
The Bay Area Council for Jail Reform invites
everyone to a meeting Wednesday, October 14, at the
Hopsita1ity Room of the San Francisco Federal Savings
and Loan in Berkeley. The entrance is on Univeristy
Avenue, just around the corner from Shattuck. Please
bring books for Santa Rita prison inmates to the
meeting. Hard-cover or paperback, fiction or works
on philosophy or psychology are especially wanted.
ａ､ｴｾｳ＠
only, please, no minors, are welcome to
the Bay Area Council for Jail Reform Party at Mandrakes, 10th and University Ave., Berkeley, Sunday
evening, October 25, at 8:30 pm. This is a benefit .
The door charge, all of which will go to suppo r t jail
reform, is $2.50 a couple, or $1.50 single. Beer,
wine, and dancing to Manny Funk and the New Deal Society Band will be available. Wear 30's clothes or
Halloween costuaes, or come as you are.
Ladies willing to contribute to the hors
d'oeurves are asked to call Kay Nollenberger at
849-2502.
Bay Area Council for Jail Reform
Catherine B. Nol1enberger
1750 Walnut Apt. 202
Berkeley, CA 94709 849-2502

Agenda for Involvement
Im'T MISS lHE AANUAL

DRAFT COUNSELLING
There will be a meeting on Friday, October 16,
in Room 200 at 55 Hyde Street for anyone interested in
Draft Counselling or Draft Training. It is important
that all interested persons attend this organizational
meeting.
If for some reason you are unable to attend, please
contact Les Scheer and inform him of your interests and
needs.
NOTICE
All students who did not have a local address
or telephone at the time of registration MUST ｣ｯｭｰｬｾｴＮ＠
their records in the Registrar's Office, Room 111
IMMEDIATELY"

The annual Bar-be-cue sponsored by the Wives'
Club will be held on Saturday, October 24, 1970, at
Speedway Meadows in Golden Gate Park. STEAKS. SALAD.
FRENCH BREAD. and all the BEER you can drink highlight
an afternoon of rugged football, volleyball, or just
plain ole relaxation. Tickets will be on sale in the
Commons from Wednesday, October 14, to Friday, October
23. Be sure and get yours:

ASH illCfI em

NOTICE

LAW AND MEDICINE BOOKS
Books for Law and Medicine will be sold immediately
following that class Wednesday, October 14 ONLY. Cash and
checks are accepted, and books must be paid for at time of
purchase. Cost of the books are:
California Personal Injury Proof (required) $20.50
15.00
Basic Personal Injury Anatomy
8.50
Aii'il'tOmy of .!. Personal Injury ｾ＠
Sales tax will be added to these prices. Please
stay in your seats as the class ends, if you wish to buy
booksi If everyone cooperates in this way and follows
directions, the chaos of last Wednesday will be avoided
and books will be sold quickly and without delay. Thts
will be the last opportunity to purchase these books.

BAR-I£-(l£

ｾ＠ sign-up sheet is now posted for those wishing
to sign up to run for class representative and be a
member of ASH Council.
A sign-up sheet had been posted on the bulletin
board outside classroom A, but was ripped off.
A new sign-up sheet will be posted in the ASH
Office at 55 Hyde St, on which students can sign up
during office hours. Those office hours will be posted this week in the classrooms. The ASH Office is
located in Room 113 in the 55 Hyde Building.
Elections are to be held Wednesday, October 21.
Sign-ups will be accepted until Thursday, afternoon,
5 pm/.

ATTENTION
Sign-ups are ｡ｶｩｾ｢ｬ･＠
for the next student
faculty coffee hours on the Deans bulletin Board
in the hall across from classroom A.
The schedule of remaining coffee hours is limited. so be sure to sign up for the next one which will
be from 4:30 to 6:00 pm in the faculty lounge, on
October 20, Wednesday.

1970-71 SEASON BEGINS DECEMBER 2-WAR MEMORIAL OPERA HOUSE

STUDENT TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS NOW THROUGH:
Dennis Woodruff and Mary Ann Anderson, on .ale in the
foyer at the entrance to the Commons.
STUDENT TICKET SALES END FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30
A SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY ASSOCIATION PRESENTATION' PHILIP S. BOONE, PRESIDENT' JOSEPH A . SCAFIDI , GENERAL
IN COOPERATION WITH THE SAN FRANCISCO SYMPHONY FORUM

RXID SEJM(I aJtft1ITTEE
A new student co-mittee has been established to
determine who will operate the cafeteria for the remainder
of the academic year. Students will evaluate bids that
have been submitted, and award a contract to the concern
that offers the best possible food and service at the most
reasonable price.
COMPOSITION
The committee is composed of two members from each
year and is headed by Ivan Halpern, ASH Treasurer. There
are also members of the school staff and administration
serving on the committee in an advisory capacity.
The student members of the committee are; Ben
Winslow, Jim Hassan, George Clifford, Candy Heisler, ｊｯｾ＠
Thornhill and Gwen McCormick.' Representing the administration will be Lucy Alexander and George Spencer.
QUESTIONNAIRE
In order to determine what student needs are, a
questionnaire will be distributed to all students in the
near future. You will be asked to state your preferences
regarding food, service and also to list your complaints
regarding the current operation; as well as suggestions
for the new operation. If enough interest is indicated,
an open meeting will be scheduled, so that students will
be offered the opportunity to express their individual
opinions.
FUNCTIONS
The student committee will have final authority in
determining what bid is accepted and ｷｨ｡ｾ＠
types of food
will be offered.
Perhaps one of the most important functions of the
committee will be to apportion the profit received from the
food service operation. Suggestions so far have included
an emergency loan fund, support for Moot Court activities,
scholarships and contributions to the minority student
programs. Your suggestions for the use of this money will
also be solicited on the questionnaire.
EXPRESS

YOURSELF

Ｍｾ］ｦｯ＠

The decision on food services must be reached soon.
So it is vital that interested students let their ideas be
known.
The committee will be visiting various food service
operations throughout the bay area within the next few
ｾ･ｫｳ＠
and with the benefit of your views will be able to
make a more intelligent decision in an area that affects
IS all.
There have been many complaints made in the past
concerning the cafeteria -- now is your chance to let
your voice be heardl
Ben Winslow

The success of Law Scope as an outgrowth of last
year's strike was due to a great degree to the funding
provided by the Stern Foundation. The Stern Foundation is
a New York based family foundation that annually donates
somewhere in the neighborhood of one million dollars to
support charitable and educational activities. Last year
Stern donated $10,000 to the NCCCF (Northern California
Community College Forum). A general organization comprised
of students and student activity groups from the University
of California at Berkeley, Boalt Hall, Stanford, Stanford
Medical School, Stanford Law School, University of California Medical School, Hastings, San Francisco State College,
and the City College of San Francisco.
NCCCF PROPOSAL
Late in September, the Stern Foundation invited
Ben Winslow, second year student and coordinator of Law
Scope, to Washington to discuss further funding for the
NCCCF. Our representative, along with students from Stanford and Boalt Hall, asked the wealthy New York based philonthropic organization for an additional $21,0 ) 0 ｩｾ＠
funds.
The specific proposal presented to the w ｾ＠ Foundation in the October 1 meeting, was for the ･ｳｴ｡
Ｌ ｾｬｳｨｭ･ｮｴ＠
of a trainin institute in the bay area. The institute's
purpose WOI
ｾ･＠
to initially educate and subsequently involve students in community legal aid, medical and dental
care facilities, referral services and other facets of
community involvement. The primary intention would be to
aid students in setting up these programs in communities
that do not already have them.
PERMANENT OFFICE
The ｰｾｯｳ｡ｬ＠
also provided for the establishment
of a permanent office and staff to provide other student
groups with help in soliciting funds, as well as channeling
interested students, and the resources they possess, into
already existing programs in the Northern California area.
It was stressed that the forum would be loose,
informal and wholly uninterested in dictating policy to
participating groups. The institute would provide support
for student organizations where they seem to need it most;
money, insufficient manpower to support their activities,
and the lack of a central clearing house for information
about groups in other parts of the country. In addition
to maintaining permanent offices, the forum intends to
maintain communication with all geographical areas of the
country as well aa publish a newsletter on a regular basis.
EVENTUAL GOALS
The forum-institute is, in fact, an attempt to
give students, for the first time, some power and basic
organization with resulting greater effectivness. It is
understood that some students wilt not agree to or approve
such a program. But for those who accept the idea and
feel they can function within such a structure, it is
envisioned that there will be an abundance of all those
generally unavailable quantities. Perhaps this will be
the first step to a true student-community organization.

snmrrs, FACUJY, & PJJt1INISTPATIOO
ffl.AX AT SO'DtV\
fW[H PARTY
Shown at left are a few scenes from the ranch
party held at the ranch of prof. Frank Worhtington last
Saturday, October 10, for members of Phi Alpha Delta
Law Fraternity.
Upper left: Dean Anderson in discussion with
student; Upper Right: Pat Dekle takes unorthodox but
deadly aim in wild game of croquet; Lower Left: Prof.
and Mrs. Fred Moreau pause during talk with Cal Knickerbocker; Lower Right: from left, Dean Anderson, Prof.
Carpenter, Prof. Worthington.

tern, and at the other ｾｮ､＠
of the SCale i
tht 8yst c lr uRed
at Hastings, the 0-100 SC"lle. (Credit-No Cn'dit is real[ContI from page two]
ly no sytem at all because it does not involve some type
of comparison to a qualitative standard.)
studied into a coherent whole. It also forces him to go
Of all the possible different methods of prades,
over, even if only in summary fashion, everything he has
there appear to be onlv four that are real 1y ､ｩｦ･ｲｾｮｴ＠
studied, at least once. [The fact that some things are
one from the others: l)Pass-Fail; 2)nonors, Pass, Fail;
studied for the first til.le when one studies for exams is
3)ABCDF; and 4)Zero to one hundred.
a good reason in itself ..• better a once-over job than no
Of these four, it can be seen that startinp, from
job at all.] Nany students who chose the pass-fail option the basic pass-fail system, the succeeding dlffernt mories
last year have mentioned that they regret not ｨ｡ｶｩｮｾ＠
taken of p,radin?- are simply progressively finer attempts at
exams precisely because so many loose ends were left ､｡ｮｾﾭ
more accurate measurement. That is, the systems are realling, and because the subject matter of of their respecly no different qualitatively, hut simply differ quantitive courses was not arrnaged cohesively in their minds.
tatively in the number of divisions used. That is, in
the oass-fail system there are only two divisions, 1n
CARROTS
the Honors. Pass, Fail system there are only three, and
in the numerical system there are one hundred,
A sixth good thing about grades is that they
Thus it is seen that the accuracy!inacc'uracy of a
give students something to work toward. This is the tragrading system is a function of the number of divisions
ditional argument of the "carrot on the end of the stick".
there are in that system.
In this analogy, the grade is the "carrot", which is put
Last year a student wrote an article in the Hasout in front of students for them to'try to reach. Luditings Law News in which he lamented the fact that grades
crous as the imagery may be in this analogy, the fact of
are bad because it impossible to tell the difference bethe matter is that many people simply will not study i f
tween a paper graded 75 and a paper graded 76. HO\-Hwer,
they do not have to work for a grade. For these students, this problem is only a refinement of the disgust students
the "carrot on the end of the stick" argument is the single feel when, under the ABCDF system, they receive a C+ inmost persuasive incentive to spur diligent study. Of
stead of a B- .••. and so on down the scale to the point
course, for some people a Rrade is no "carrot" at all. And where it is difficult to tell the difference between a
other peop _e have a ."built-in carrot" and do not need a
'student who on the borderline and fails, and a student
grade to ｾ ｯ｡､＠
them. to study. The fact remains, many peowho is on the borderline and passes.
ple need the "artificial carrot" represented by grades to
The great advantage of the Pass-Fail system, then,
get them to work.
is that it submits fewer and fewer people to borderline
With these good tings about grades in mind, the
cases than any other system.
discussion may now be directed towards the bad things aHowever, there is a sizeable number of students
bout grades. There will be an attempt to show that each
who want to know more than that they simply "passed" •..
of the bad things about grades are not really arguments
they want to know how far away from fail they were. For
against grades at all; an attempt to rebut the arguments
them, the Honor.S", Pass, Fail system might be more to
against grades.Given the good things about grades, if it
their liking. Then again, there are those who would like
be the case that no arguments against grades can be seen
to know if they were close to getting an Honors, or if
which hold Iyater, then those arguments should be . shown
they were near flunking. For them the ABeDF system may
for what rhey are.
be more advisi'lbl". Finally, we reach those students who
The first alleged bad thing about grades is that
Iyould like to kOQW hmy "good" or "bad" their C is. For
they foster mistrust among students. This, it must now
them the 0-100 scale is mosr desireable.
be confessed, is a rather illusory evil, for it is diffOf all these systems, probably the most desireicult to see how evaluation in the competition for ｾｲ｡､･＠
able is that of the Honros, Pass, Fail, hecause while it
point average can foster mistrust. The only way that it
does not make as many divisions as the ABCDF or 0-100
is possib Ie for . grades to fos ter mis trus t is that perhaps
scale, it still provides an opprotunity to distinguish bethey induce a tendency to cheat. At Hastings, however,
tween those who do passing work and those who do not do
this is not a problem, because it is difficult if not im
passing work; and while doing _this, it still provides a
possible to cheat on essay questions of the type given
who pass can distingu' 3h
means by \yhich those ｳｴｵ､･ｮｾ＠
on a law school examination ... and the most lackadaisical
themselves, even though ther.e be only one level of 'distproctoring of exams will suffice to detect those student
inction.
.
elements which are brash enough to copy, for instance,
For the reasons listed above, probably it is the
directly from an outline. Furthermore, even if cheating
opinion of the Hastings Law Nelys that grades are desirewere rampant, it is quite obvious that the mistrust fosable, and that the most desireable of all grading systered thereby is not a fault of the grading system, but
tems is that of Honors, Pass, Fail.
-- !CPS
of the students who would cheat.
The sceond alleged bad thing about grades is that
they have no relation to job performance ... this mayor
may not say something about the utility of using grades
in selecting a person for a job. However, the point here
BOOK REVIEW
is that grades are a measure of how well a student does
on a test, and not of how well he will do when he gets
his first job: the extent to which grades are irrelevant to job performance is probably directly proportional to the irrelevance of law schoo) course material to
"ESCAPE FRlM ADDIOlON"
the practice of law. That is, nobody is aaying that
"Addiction in a broad sense, by which I mean a
there is a direct correlation between grades and the aharmful degree of dependence on chemicals, is one of
bility to practice law effectively. Hence, saying that
our most urgent contemporary health problems. When
grades have no relation to job perfomrance is saying
this dependence is extnesive enough to be harmful and
more about the need for curriculum reform than the destrong enough to be ｾ･ｯｮｴｲＱ､Ｌ＠
it can eventually
sirability for eliminating grades.
destroy all other interests and activities -- family.
A third alleged bad thing about grades is that
business, social, or community," writes Dr. R. Gordon
grades can often be used as a weapon by teachers to "get
Bell in the preface of his new book Escape from Addicback" at students, or to "weed out" those students who
tion, (McGraw-Hill, $5.95).
they do not think should 'practice law. The example of
---- After 24 years of experience worling with the
one of the professors at the College who flunked ｦｯｾｹ＠
problem of addiction, Dr. Bell is optimistic. He
percent of his class a few years ago is good illustration
of the improper use of grades. There is also no doubt
states: "By calling this book Escape from Addiction.
that a ｰｲｯｦ･ｳｾ＠
may lower a person's grades because of
I am trying to emphasize that there is hope for recov"personal raasons". This is rare, but it can happen.
ery and that the days of stigma-laden labels for chemBut here again, this is not the fault of grades themical dependence of whatever kind are being left beselves but of the teachers who use them improperly. Teahind. "
chers can also misuse class time, but this is not to say
This provocative study provides full coverage
that classes should be eliminated.
on the effects of alcohol, as well as a review of the
A fourth alleged evil of grades is that they may
effects of narcotics and other addicting drugs. It inserve to foster cramming in the few days before finals.
vestigates the clinical and social problema of addicAlthough spreading one's study schedule out over the ention, giving equal attention to the physical, mental.
tire year may, for the most part, be preferable ｬｾｧｩ｣｡｝ｹ＠
and socia1components. Escape from Addiction will prove
to be a valuable, thought-provoking aid for anyone conand pedagogically to compressing it into a few days, ' at
cerned with the health and social questions resulting
least the material is covered in some fashion: crllmming
from the excessive or compulsive use of alcohol. tois better than no studying at all.
bacco, and a wide assortment of depressant and stimuAll of the grading systems which have been prolant drugs.
posed thus far at the College lie somewhere on a continI'
I)f ｾｲ｡､ｬｮ
ｰ＠
'll"curac-y, [or inaccuracy J. That is, at
('
t. continuum there is the Pass-Fail 5Y5GRADES •..

LAW REVIEW •••
[Cont' from page one]

PURSE SNATCHER .••
[Cont' from page onel

PREVIOUS METROD OF 'SELECTION
Al though the Law Review require,s more work than
Moot Court. from which members are excused, students
have alway. been anxious to gain Law Review positions.
In addition to being considered a school honor.
membership on the Law Review is considered by employers
in hiring fresh graduates.
Until last year. the Law Review selected its
staff entirely on the basis of exam grades.
The top 35 to 45 students were selected, depending on the number needed by the Law Review.
WRITING COMPETITION
Last year. the student strike rendered this
method inoperative. as many students did not take exams.
As an emergency measure, the Law Review invited
students to enter a writing competition.
The 370 students who expressed ' interest were
each sent one of thirteen legal problems. assigned at
random, and told to respond with memoranda.
Of these III actually submitted entries. The
top 32 students were named to Law Review.
The process of formulating and grading the problems required a large amount of time from the Editorial
Board.
Each problem had to be carefully written so it wo
would select criteria needed on the taw Review.
The entries were graded for the substantive
material. style. and footnoting. Scores were weighted.
to avoid discrimination against students who happened
to receive the more difficult problems.
Although faculty support was invited. it did not
materialize. This. Berner commented, was probably due to
the severe time limitations.
At this early date. it is impossible to tell how
well the effort by the Editorial Board will be rewarded.
EXAM RESULT CORRELATION
One indication that the selection procedure will
not make much difference is the strong correlation between
exam results and performance in the competition among
students who took exams last year.
Of nine Law Review. members who took exams. eight
' had averages of 80 or better, which might have guaranteed
them Law Review membership under the old system.
ADVANTAGES
However. Berner claims that the writing competition
has definite advantages over the exam system.
For example. he commented that students who expected to transfer or to be drafted would ｰｲｾ｢｡ｬｹ＠
not
enter the competition, thus reducing the attrition rate
facing previous Law Review staffs.
From the few indications he has. Berner feels that
, this year's Law Review will equal or better previous
years' publications.
Be commented that the staff "have a very high
level of competence. have been doing excellent research.
and seem to show a lot of enthusiasm for the job."
Whether or not these feelings are reflected in
the Law Review itself will undoubtedly be the final factor
in determining how next year's staff is chosen.
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Wing-footed Moreau. adrenalin pulsing, wanted more
than the purse and once again took up the chase. Two
patroling policemen. seeing one man running followed by a
youthful marathon sprinter yelling. "Stop that manl" realized all was not well on ｖｾｲｫ･ｴ＠
Street. and followed
Moreau's vociferous advice.
MEANWHILE BACK AT BASTINGS
Meanwhile. the wife of the Hastings professor
(name withheld). finding that her husband had left. returned to find the car unattended with the keys gone and
the drivers wanting to use the driveway not in a kindly
mood. She, not being the epitome of sunshine and brightness herself, remembered that there was a spare key someplace under the hood. She began to search for it as nearby men of mechanical ability expressed wonderment at the
well-d'c essed matron who, was "tinkering under the hood."
Evidently. she fixed the loose wire or adjusted the distributor cap, for they saw her close the hood and start
to leave.
THE LONG AR.."l OF THE LAto1
No sooner had she found the key than a police
car roared up Hyde Street the v7rong way and s topped in
front of her car. It happened to ｢ｾ＠
the policemen who
had apprehended the snatcher and ha.d just a few seconds
before dropped her son off at the corner. Not knowing
anything of this her heart plummeted as she realized that
"the jig was up." But the police apparently had other
things in mind than her illegally parked car, so she
kindly asked if the off: ｾ･ｲｳ＠
would please move their car
just a bit. With all l!gal haste. she fled. failing to
.ＮＬｾ･＠
her son on the ｳｩ､･ｷｾＧ｜ｬＮｫ＠
.
The contents of the purse were returned. watchdog
ｾｭｲ･｡ｵ＠
managed to get a ridP. home from the co-ed, and the
wife regained her genial disposition upon learning what
ｨｾ＠
occurred. For three out of the four main characters
thiugs have about returned to normal.
StJ.PPOSE
First year students who may have recently heard.
"If B. a man. grab A's purse as she is about to enter a
building and runs off with it. there is: 1) a "queer"
'action, 2) an assault and battery, 3) an example of a
purse-fettish depressive." ,d ll real:t.ze the example isn't
coming from the hoary pages of Corpus .:!!!!:!!. Secundum, but
from the nitty-gritty annals of lifp-.

ADAMS •••

[Cont' from page three]

Adams was elected a member of the Board of Covernors of Hastings Alumni Association in 1962 and ,,,as a
vice president from 1964 until his election this month as
President of the Alumni Association.
In addtion to his membership on the Board of Governors, two other Nevadans, Harry B. Swanson and William
C. Sanford, Sr., both Reno attorneys, are active Hastings
alunmi, Mr. Swanson as a member of the Board of Governors,
and l-lilliam C. Sanford, Jr. as a member of ' the Board of
Directors.
INCREASED

ALUMNI

PARTICIPATION

Adams says that the coming year will see a great
increase in participation of members of the Hastings Alumni Association in the activities of their law school. The
Association will continue to assist in the continuing expansion of the comprehensive placement service for graduates of Hastings, which will benefit both job seekers and
their employers.
College alumni are also meeting with undergraduates of the law school throughout the school year to give
them the benefit of the alumni's legal experience and to
attempt to understand better the problems currently facing
the undergraduate.
Possessed with a keen interest in
and knm"ledge of the probleMS facing a growine law school,
ｾｲＮ＠
Adams should prove to be a great asset to the College
in his new capacity of Alumni Associa tion President.
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SPENCER •••
[Cont. from page one]

Letters

EXPERIENCE

., .....

EDUCATIONAL

IN

RESPONSIBILITIES

For the past six years, however, he has been · responsible for several ap,encies which relate solely to ｨｩｾﾭ
er education. Specifically, he has heen responsible for
TRY A LITTLE KINDNESS
handling the budget requests for the State College ｓｹｳｴ･ｾ＠
for three years, and then in the last three yearR for hanThe political and social atmosphere prevailing at
dling the budget ｲ･ｱｬｾｳｴ＠
of the Coordinating COlmc!l for
Higher Education, the California State Scholarship and
Hastings is reminiscent of that of a junior ｾｩｧｨ＠
school.
Loan Commission, the University of California, [as a whole)
The cliques. back-stabbers. gossips and ar.cusors seem to
become more and more bloodthirsty every time I look around and Hastings College of the Law. Thus, he Is quite well aof the fiscal background at the College and is eminIn a student body of 1300 plus students. one is likely to ｾＮＷ｡ｲ･＠
ently qualified for the duties which he has assumed.
find 1300 plus opinions. It is also natural that those
The process of preparing the budget for the Colwith more or less the same opinions on a given subject are
lege is, according to Spencer, "a continuing concern". Belikely to band together in some type of group. But the
type of treachery that is engaged in within the groups and cause of the fact that the College's funding must be submitted to the Governor and the Legislature for approval,
the mortal combat of one group against another is such
that puts the CIA and Pentagon to shame.
the planning at the College should be accomplished months
ｾｮ＠
advance, and sometimes as much as a year and a half beAs an example. a student experiences a cons tan'.
ｵｮｾ｡ｳｩ･＠
in the fear of being called a cop-out. a ?ig
fore the effective ｾ｡ｴ･Ｎ＠
or countless other names, or of being hissed at for any
In addition to the ongoing Job of fiscal manageoLatement he or she makes anywhere.
ment, Spencer works closely to advise the Dean and to carThis process of intimidation and accusations at ｾｮ･＠
ry out assignments given him by the Dean.
In the past few
another will only develop more and more hostilities withhas reviewed and made recommendations conweeks ｓｰ･ｮ｣ｾ＠
in us and not win anyone over to any viewpoints. Isn't
cerning the ｾｉ Ｌ＠ 'Qunting functions and several space utilizait about time to start being nice? Let's show some real
tion problems of - the College.
support and respect for one another instead of the usual
suspicion and distrust. We can accomplish a great deal
PLANNING AND DECISIONS
more together.
-- Rita
The problems whic Spencer deals with in the area
of fiscal management may be closely related to the planning
of net.r programs at the College. In future planning, priＭｾｯｲｩｴ･ｳ＠
should be considered in the allocation of funds.
In other words, given a finite amount of resources and a
limitless number of potential programs and prospective budget purposes, decisions must be made as to which programs
STUIENf PUBLICATIOOS BCWID
.and levels of support should be budgeted.
Spencer feels that when considering these things,
aJNENES FIRST fHTING; INITIAL
the "needs, desires, and ideas of the students should be
primary in the minds of the administrators".
STEPS TbID IN roLlCY IM'l.OOITATIOO
To the Editor:

RlR

ｈａｓｔｉｾ＠

LAW r&'S

This past week has seen the convening of the newly
formed Student Publications Board. The general purpose of
the Boatd is to ensure that the Hastings Law News provides
re'sponsible and accurate communication of fact and opinion
in the legal community at the College.
The dynamic changes which are taking place at the
College underscore the need for a medium of communication
that is at once flexible 1n its scope and thorough in its
treatment of facts and issues. Specifically, the increase
in the size of the school in terms of faculty, administration, students, and programs of curricula produce legal,
educational interaction which is complex. In order that
each interested group im the community may keep well-apprised of the activities of the others, a Student Publications Board has been established.
The Board is comprised cf elected representatives
from the first, second, and third year classes, an administration appointed student, the vice-president of the ASH
Council, the Editor-in-Chief of the Hastings Law Journal,
one full-time faculty member, and one ex-officio member of
the administration, and the Editor-in-Chief of the newspaper. Since this is the first year of operation of the
Board, the representatives of the second and third year
classes were appointed this year only: Jack Christie from
the second year class, and Pam Sal lander from the third
year class.
The Board will not dictate what will or will not
be placed in the newspaper, nor will it decide editorial
policy. Xather, the Editor-in-Chief will be responsible
to the Board as seeing that all sectors of the ｬ･ｾ｡＠
community at the College are represented. In this manner,
the Board will ensure that the ｩｮｴ･ｾｲｹ＠
of the newspaper
as more than a small group venture will be preserved.
The first year student who serves on the Board
will be elected at the elections held in the near future
to elect the ASH Council. Any first year student wishing
to run for that position should submit such request to
ｾｯｭ＠
209, SS Hyde St. (Slip under door if locked.)

ｾ＠
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